In terms of national, political, economic angle or of racial, religious, class, gender equality, sport and sports events are often used to express views, opinions or power of certain groups or individuals. In accordance with the popularity and the prevalence of a certain sport, the nature of the event itself, as well as depending on the means of transmission, messages that are sent are of greater or lesser echoes. The research presented in this paper refers to sport, sporting events and social circumstances and relations that govern the modern world. The aim of the research is to examine the sport and sporting events through the prism of social circumstances and relations in modern age. It also presents many sporting events and various external factors that not only followed but often had a decisive influence on them.The paper applied the historical method and the method of theoretical analysis.
angle, sports events often, sometimes very violent, used to express opinions, attitudes or power of certain groups or individuals. In accordance with the popularity and the distribution of a given sport, the nature of the sport event itself, as well as depending on the means of transmission, messages that are sent are of greater or lesser echoes. Whichever the reason that is stated, it is clear that sport events have never been only a part of sport; and they never will be.
The aforementioned connection of sport and society is not just typical for the era of modern society and modern sport and sport competitions, but social conditions and relations also have a significant impact on sport (physical) activity since the ancient times. In India there were classes or castas, but on the basis of belonging to the casta it was known what form of physical exercise a person can be engaged in 1 . Games that initially had religious and magical character in the culture of Crete and Mycenae, due to socio-economic changes, and the breakup of tribal communities, became sport and entertainment events 2 . In the ancient Olympic Games women could not participate even as viewers, and every violation was punishable by death 3 . At the time when Greece fell under Rome, the Olympic Games as well depended on the will of Roman Emperor who was in power at that moment. Their attitude towards the success of the games was ranged from active involvement to a complete negligence. The greatest humiliation it suffered during the time of Nero who competed and was declared the winner in the Olympic chariot race despite of his fall and his not finishing the race. On the other hand, Hadrian, who respected the Greek ideals and values, brought it a great revival 4 .
It is believed that the process of the emergence of modern sport began in the late Middle Ages and early Renaissance by the appearance of the need for "brutality to be replaced by sophistication" 5 . A man has sought to civilize himself in all areas of society, including sport. Modern sport was created by 'sportization of entertainment ' 6 in England, in two phases, one of which was related to the Physical education and sport through the centuries 2017, 4(1), 92-109 ISSN 2466-5118 www.fiep-serbia.net 94 | seventeenth and eighteenth century characterized by radical transformation of entertainment such as cricket, boxing, horse racing. In the early and midnineteenth century, the process suffered its second phase of the profiling of football, rugby, tennis and athletics, and then through further expansion of English sports both in Europe and on other continents.
It is considered that an important moment in establishing the system of modern sport competitions was the late nineteenth century revival of the ancient Olympic games which occurred under the influence of Pierre de Coubertin's idea. However, there were several earlier attempts to get restarted the games of the Olympic type which is, on this occasion, worth of being emphasized. Kotsvoldske games are considered to be the oldest documented example that were renewed by Robert Dover in the seventeenth century with the intention to improve sport and to revive the medieval folk dances 7 . Then in Sweden in the first half of the nineteenth century (1834), organized by Gustaf Johan Scharteau, games of the olympic type occured, representing panscandinavian solemnity. In 1844 in Montreal, two days "Montreal Olympic Games" were held (held only once) with 29 disciplines. In the nineteenth century Greece also had the Olympic Games (from 1859, 1870, 1875 and 1889) under the auspices of Evangelos Zappas, grain trader. The Olympic Games of doctor Brooks in Much Wenlock, England that have been organized every year for over 40 years should also be mentioned 8 . It is noted that the Coubertin once visited this event which, as it was assumed, was additional encouragement in his intention to revive the ancient games 9 .
The formation and development of modern sport, to this day, has been followed by the external influence of many factors, politics as the most common, then large financial capital, national interests, globalization. In the further course of this paper some individual sport events will be presented through the prism of social circumstances and relations that not only followed them, but often had a decisive influence.
2.ТHEORETICAL BASIS
The research topic concerns the sport, sporting events and social circumstances and relations that govern the modern world. The aim of the research is to examine the sport and sporting events through the prism of social circumstances and relations in modern age. The paper applied the historical method and the method of theoretical analysis.
3.RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In contemporary history, during different varieties and intensities of bloc division of the world that surrounded mankind, and still surround it, sport was openly used as an instrument of politics, economy, expression of national identity, and some countries were investing enormous amounts of money in developing professional sport trying to affirm their political systems, economic power etc. through sports results. "The sum of won medals continuously being published by journalists in the media, is, according to them, the best 'proof' of the worth of the nation ie. of its superiority in comparison to the other one" 10 .
International competitions are intensively in the service of showing and proving superiority of one nation over another, an individual or individuals over another, an ideological and economic system over another. The well known motto "win or die", was designed by politicians and businessmen in order to take advantage of someone else's success for their own political or material benefit 11 . Given the fact that the image of a successful professional and top sport greatly improves the position of the country, groups or individuals in the world and contributs to success in other areas, this industry has always had an important position in society.
Sport and other spheres of social life are also characterized by racial and social relations. Racism in sport is focused on different skin colour which should serve as an explanation for any differences in the intellectual and physical level 12 . Oftentimes we have witnessed the insults addressed to dark-skinned athletes at sport events. The struggle of women for equality in sport lasts for a very long time and is not finished yet, because there are still sports institutions which keep up to both formal and informal restrictions on women's participation in sport 13 . Besides, sports results of women are not valued the same as those of men. Oftentimes the quality of play and results in women's competitions are in the shadow of their physical appearance. 
The Оlympics -the hostage of political-economic impacts
Modern Olympic Games represented the fruit of international policy of convergence of the people of the world and the establishment of roads of global capital. However, despite the fact that their main goal was to spread peace among nations, their existence was often used for the purpose of politization 14 .
At the beginning, the election of the President of the International Olympic Committee should be mentioned. According to the established rule the president was to be elected from the next host country of the Games. On the basis of this rule in 1894 the first who was elected to be at the head of the International Olympic Committee (IOC) was Demetrios Vikelas from Greece. After the Athens Olympics this position went to Frenchman Pierre de Coubertin, because the next Games were in Paris. However, Baron de Coubertin was asked to continue to perform the duty of the President, the position he held until 1925. The established rule was immediately violated and it has never been acted upon it 15 . The principle of independence of the members of the IOC was also introduced, ie. the rule that they would not to be elected by the member states. In that manner, according to Coubertin's idea, the members would not stand preassure in the course of decision-making on a national basis. Although this principle is applied even today it is considered that such a manner of functioning allows oligarchy (compared with the "iron law of oligarchy" by German sociologist Robert Michaels) which use ideals, in this case the independent election of members of a sport organization, as a tool to stay as long as it is possible in power 16 . Before the expiration of his mandate, Pierre de Coubertin found himself in another awkward situation when in 1921 he announced his retirement as president of the IOC, and on that occasion appealed for organizing the 1924 Games again in Paris. His request was approved, but the Italian delegation left the meeting disappointed with the outcome, because they hoped that Rome would be given the organization that year 17 .
Whole democratic world tried to boycott 1936 Berlin Olympics. The reson itself, a simple one -presenting the German nation as a higher race and propagandizing the principles of the policy of National Socialism 18 . However, Pierre de Coubertin was guided by the motto "sport has nothing to do with politics", and he defended the Nazi regime, calling Hitler "one of the largest builders of modern times" 19 . Nazi ideology had a hostile attitude towards sport (other than gymnastics, which are considered the only authentic form of physical exercise) and Olympism in particular 20 . William Baker had an interesting observation: "The Olympic Games from its very beginning in 1896 had an accompaniment of warrior flags, military marches, patriotic songs and nationalist rivalries. The Nazis did not create such atmosphere, they only led it to absurd limits. They covered 1936 Olympics with political and military uniforms and used it as an opportunity to show German industrial power, cultural taste and athletic superiority" 21 . However, athletic superiority has not shown itself in its best light. Dark-skinned American athlete Jesse Owens took care of that by winning four gold medals (100m, 200m, long jump and relay 4x100m), beating the main German favorite in long jump, Luz Long. Then the Nazi leader Adolf Hitler left the stadium, and Luc Long signed his own death sentence when he congratulated his opponent his victory. The influence of different factors and promotion of all kinds of political, ethnic and any other ideology on sport competitions resultet in ditortion of the reputation of sport. However, even worse scenario than that were violence and loss of human lives. That's exactly what happened at the 1972 Munich Olympics when Palestinian militant group Black September killed 11 members of the Israeli Olympic team in the Olympic village. In order to send a message to the world about their national problems, they opted for the most scrupulous way, taking away lives of innocent people. And they drew attention to themselves but achived a completely opposite effect than the one they had expected -condemnation of the entire civilized world. The 1988 Seoul Olympics represented the attempt to start political negotiations on unification of two Koreaa. In fact, there was a possibility for organization to be divided into two capitals, Seoul and Pyongyang. However, that idea was abandoned because of the rule that the Games had to be held in the territory of control of a single national committee. The unification of the two national committees failed and on the other hand the rule had to be respected. Optimistic thinking hoped to get two Koreas unified, as two Germanies had done earlier 23 . However, the conditions have not been met even today. Moreover, two countries have never been farther apart from each other, as they are nowadays, in the second decade of the 21st century.
Economic influence marked the Games in Atlanta held at the centennial of restoration of modern Olympics in 1996. Despite the fact that it was expected that this honor should belong to Athens, the Games were given to Atlanta, the headquarters of Coca-Cola multinational company. Therefore, this event got an alternative name, "Coca-Cola games" 24 .
The 2000 Sydney Olympics were met with protests of the Aborigines, the natives of Australia, but those protests were given up when the Australian athlete of Aboriginal origin Cathy Freeman won the honor to light the Olympic torch 25 .
After eight years of the centenary of the Olympics, Athens still got the honor to host the Games again in 2004. However, the highlights of this event concerned the economic consequences which this country has suffered. The then president of the IOC, Jacques Rogge believed that the Olympics raised the external debt of Greece 26 and only with the help of the European Union it avoided the inevitable bankruptcy and dissolution of its economic system. However, regardless of the foreign aid, the economic situation in Greece is still not satisfactory. 
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The beginning of the 2008 Games in Beijing was marked by the conflict in Georgia, namely in its region of South Ossetia 27 with the involvement of Russia. It is interesting that at that very moment, both Russian Prime Minister Vladimir Putin and Georgian President Mikhail Saakashvili watched the opening of the Olympic Games. And instead of a sporting event to be a big news, once again politics intervened and took over the top spot.
The opening ceremony of the 2012 Olympics in London itself caused a lot of controversy about the symbolism of some of the scenes shown at the event. Many seemingly harmless 'art' messages were sent to television viewers. From occult actions, symbols of secret societies, to demonstration of the power of Great Britain acquired with enslavement of its colonies 28 .
Economic momentum was also very important at the 2016 Olympics in Rio de Janeiro. Shortly before the opening ceremony of the Games in Rio there were protests organized against corruption and excessive costs of the Olympics and that is precisely the time of the greatest economic downturn of Brazil in recent decades 29 .
Other sporting events in the whirlpool of social relations
It is believed that "sport is still an area of social activity where open emotional engagement remains publicly acceptable 30 . It can be easily seen in the headlines of English media pointing out "thirty years of insults," alluding to the England national football team has been being fasting in its score with Germany for 30 years (1966-1996) . Describing the various clashes between two football national teams, it is being compared with the events of the Second World War, and thus sport event is used to discuss not only national identity but all other issues, least of all the sport and the game 31 . A similar style is used by English journalists describing German players as soldiers, thus emphasizing their character, which is characterized by energy, determination, aggressiveness, "German blitzkrieg 27 The war started in South Ossetia, http://www.politika.rs/sr/clanak/Почео-рат-у-Јужној-Осетији On the other hand, there are examples of black athletes who are globally popular, such as Michael Jordan, Tiger Woods, Muhammad Ali, Ronaldo and others, which are highlighted as great role models for young people. Of course, it would be naive to think that that way racism is eradicated. It is sufficient to say that there are about multi-million contracts for advertising campaigns that many multinational companies have with these athletes, and it is very cost effective to bring them closer to white customers and not allow them to be victims of racism.
Apart from the 'problem' with the skin color, there is interdenominational insulting at sport events. For example a relationship between the Scottish football clubs, Rangers and Celtic. Rangers is associated with the protestants, British unionists, while Celtic is associated with Irish Catholic descent. It is believed that this relationship poses problems in the entire Scottish society regarding anti-irish mood 38 .
The participation of women in sports has always been met with a bunt in men. Baron de Coubertin believed that the presence of women in sport violate "sealed fate" of women as mothers and wives 39 . During the period of the Belle Époque in France, female cyclists are seen as asexual spinsters or "half-naked, lustful and sexually available" 40 . At the very beginning of the development of modern sport, a special "diminutive" rules for women were introduced (restriction of movement in basketball according to patriarchal norms) 41 .
Also in modern sport women encounter inappropriate behavior. The physical appearance of female athletes often affects the frequency of reporting on them, while female sport commentators on television are only expected to be glamorous, but nobody speaks on their professional qualities 42 . Research of the University of Cambridge suggests that female athletes are three times less spoken in a sports context from their male counterparts. The focus switches to the look and marital status. Presentation of women in sport clearly shows the difference in media presence of women and men, but also reflects the value that society cherishes when it comes to women and men. While they are watched through the prism of their partners' achievements or their physical attributes, men are most American tennis player Serena Williams is often the target of sexist and racist comments. She has been showed like an animal that looks like a man. One Twitter comment said: "She looks like a gorilla, and she sounds like a gorilla when she grunts when hitting the ball. The conclusion is that she is the gorilla" 44 . Williams boycotted the tournament in Indian Wells (USA) for 15 years (since 2001) because of racist comments that were exposed to her sister Venus, her father Richard and herself for allegedly match-fixing and suspicious withdrawal of her sister Venus from the semifinal match, which the two of them were about to play 45 . Both sisters played again at 2016.
Inevitable political interference in sport events and 'muscle' showing through sport results is nothing uncommon. Positive image that goes to the world when a country organizes sport competition so well, is better than any other advertising. Especially when the legislation of that country has a negative image from not so distant past. Japan, who is trying to show its hospitality, technological advances and organizational skills at every opportunity as the host of some solemnity, could fit in this description. Political interference in sport sometimes is not as benign as an attempt to repair the image. Sometimes it's a cause for war between states. Nicaragua and Honduras began military conflict after the football match of their national teams. In our case, after a football match, it was clear that there would be a civil war. 
Sport globalizing
Globalization is an international exchange in various fields of social life. Although it is often viewed only from the perspective of economics (the free flow of capital -neoliberalism often does more harm than good in developing countries), globalization also refers to culture, commerce, ideas, people, sport. This process represents a desire for "reducing the world' 47 , every corner of the world to be as close to one another, the flow of information and ideas to come together and develop understanding among people.
The process of globalization affects sport too, through several dimensions. Historically, sport events such as the Olympic Games, became world events from the moment when the first Games in 1896 in Athens was attended by 14 countries, to the last in 2016 in Rio, when there were 207 national committees. In economic terms, global revenues from sponsors, television rights and ticket sales were increased. The cultural dimension is reflected in the expression of diversity in sports styles, techniques, clothing, etc. In political terms, host countries can communicate with the audience all over the world. In social terms, a large number of athletes and spectators from around the world come to one place and have the possibility of making friends, learning about other languages and cultures 48 .
Five historical phases of globalization set by Roland Robertson can be also represented on the example of sport. Giulianotti and Robertson modified these developmental stages taking football as an example. The initial phase of the development of football represents the prehistory of the game until the early nineteenth century; British expansionist policy has enabled the expansion of football. Preliminary phase of football represents an early nineteenth century to the 70s of the same century, when football was first played by different rules and then introduced into a common legal framework. Phase of supporting football extends from the 70s of XIX century to 20s of XX century when football became massively popular across Europe and South America, in the colonies of Africa and some parts of Asia and North America. Phase of the struggle for hegemony -from the 20s to the late 60s of the last century, is characterized by a power struggle between continental governing body in FIFA. Phase of uncertainties -from the 60s to the present day, is characterized by greater political struggle between FIFA, continental organizations, national associations, clubs and sponsors 49 . However, indirectly, sport has often been largely damaged by the process of globalization. The fact that everything depends on money, quite easily causes the sport to become a kind of hostage because of neoliberal policies primarily in the developing countries. A situation like this occured in Zambia where the privatization of the state stake in mining, was followed by higher unemployment and therefore there were less audience at football stadiums, and on the other hand, corporations that took over the mines have reduced the funds for sport and recreation of their employees 50 . The financial crisis in Korea influenced the reduction of resources in the public and private sector for funding sport programs and development projects 51 .
Finally, the process of globalization did not yet completely rule either sport or its economy. Consumers are buying tickets and goods and subscribe to television channels which are most often of national or regional type. Earnings from international competitions, too, are often regional. Flow of athletes generally flows from already tried and tested routes 52 , such as, for example, the Spanish football league which mainly supplies itself with players from South America 53 . States encourage national authorities to participate in the organization of international competitions that attract foreign direct investment, but it also strengthens the local economy. An example of this is South Korea after the organization of the 1988 Olympic Games and the 2002 football World Cup 54 .
Although globalization has its positive side, which is reflected in connecting people around the world, opening borders for culture, education, sports, new ideas, nevertheless it can create, by poor placement of this process, inequality among people and lagging all forms of resources in developing countries. However, the negative influence of this process is not always completely successful. This can be seen in the case of "americanization" 55 in sport. American sports, teams and players are very popular and they are the main news in international media. In America, large sums of money interflow from the world of television rights on transmission of sporting events. The way of presenting sporting events as a spectacle, as it is done in America, is increasingly being used in other countries too. Seen from another angle, the American sport competitions are of a very closed type, which is considered to be a poor feature of someone who tends to expand its influence all over the world 56 . Their national championship in American football and baseball are considered the world championship although only their teams are competing for the title of the world champion 57 . Television audiences outside America is still very interested in both local sporting events and non-US sports, such as football, which is still the most popular sport in the world. There are also world sports stars with big contracts and their permanent presence in the media in non-US sports. In order to take over an overall dominance at the global level, the US sport and economic machinery by disrupting global cultural dialogue, instead of popularizing their sport, achieves exactly the opposite 58 . World Cup breaks records in television viewership as opposed to, for example, the Super Bowl, partly because of the popularity of football, but also because of the cultural diversity that carries global competition such as the World Cup 59 .
4.CONCLUSION
Development of modernized sport, whose occurrence is associated with the beginning of the modern era, took place simultaneously with the turbulent changes in society. As a relatively autonomous subsystem of society, sport is a kind of social phenomenon and it is of great interest and relevance to modern society. It became a lucrative business and apart from sport competitions it implied the possibility of making a profit in sport and entertainment industry. Sport is a reflection of society, since it reflects all its positive and negative sides.
Although it is believed that sport can never be in the spotlight because of its status in society and the real need for other, more important spheres of society (business, economy, science, education) to occupy that place, sport has always 'fought' to approach closer to the center of social events from the marginal ones 60 . That's why it tried, sharing certain problems in society with other subsystems, to 'catch up' with the current changes in local and global (glocal level). "If we add to this the knowledge that the history of society and sport is closely connected with the development of social division of labor and technological innovation, it is clear that the desired ideal is difficult to reach. Industrialization, commercialization, and globalization have made the sport become a kind of industry in which the rules and priorities are known" 61 . Sport thus became directly connected to the development of the entertainment industry. While in schools in Victorian England sport was advocated to discipline youth and the formation of a strong, prominent personalities who would manage certain segments of society 62 , after the era of liberal capitalism, sport was given the components of entertainment, health and longevity.
In the postmodern, in media-consumer society, media sport communication is not only to transfer events and reporting on it, but it continues after the sport competition in the field. Social media enable the audience who use a remote controller, to become active observers who will afterwards, as users of the Internet, by means of reading, commenting and creating their software packages, get the role of creators and broadcasters 63 . With the kind of comfort benefits of monitoring sporting events, connection of sport and media is an integral part of a new way of life, friendship among people and leisure.
As one of the most important media content, sport has become a popular area through which the whole range of the most common themes -from political, to cultural, economic, social, can easily be monitored. Although these social areas are not directly associated with sport, watching sports events through the prism of social relations leads to the conclusion that sport has always been the first who reflected, quite realisticly, the changes that were happening in its environment.
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